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Reporter
An intimate, fresh perspective on the most powerful woman in American political
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history, House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, by award-winning political journalist Molly
Ball She’s the iconic leader who puts Donald Trump in his place, the woman with
the toughness to take on a lawless president and defend American democracy.
Ever since the Democrats took back the House in the 2018 midterm elections,
Nancy Pelosi has led the opposition with strategic mastery and inimitable elan. It’s
a remarkable comeback for the veteran politician who for years was demonized by
the right and taken for granted by many in her own party—even though, as
speaker under President Barack Obama, she deserves much of the credit for
epochal liberal accomplishments from universal access to health care to saving the
US economy from collapse, from reforming Wall Street to allowing gay people to
serve openly in the military. How did an Italian grandmother in four-inch heels
become the greatest legislator since LBJ? Ball’s nuanced, page-turning portrait
takes readers inside the life and times of this historic and underappreciated figure.
Based on exclusive interviews with the Speaker and deep background reporting,
Ball shows Pelosi through a thoroughly modern lens to explain how this
extraordinary woman has met her moment.

The Great Plague
When his doctor told him medical ethics proscribed four-year-long induced comas,
Aldous J. Pennyfarthing decided to get woke and pen a series of letters to the ocher
abomination squatting in the White House. He's dogged President Goofus through
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numerous scandals, countless brain farts, and loads of unbelievable boobery. In
this third installment of his acclaimed series, Pennyfarthing picks up where he left
off with the Amazon best-selling books "Dear F*cking Lunatic" and "Dear F*cking
Moron," skewering Trump's boundless ego, bottomless stupidity, and brazen
incompetence.

A Very Stable Genius
Provides an expansion of Turing's original paper, a brief look at his life, and
information on the Turing machine and computability topics.

What Were We Thinking
THE NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER 'It's all here in this stunning first draft of the history
of the presidency of Donald Trump' Sydney Morning Herald 'An icy, Iago-like
glimpse of the emotional and moral nullity that may be the source of Trump's
power' Observer 'A damning, well-reported, well-sourced and clearly written
haymaker' Sunday Times Drawing on nearly three years of reporting, hundreds of
hours of interviews and more than two hundred sources, including some of the
most senior members of the administration, friends and first-hand witnesses who
have never spoken before, Philip Rucker and Carol Leonnig take us inside some of
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the most controversial moments of Trump's presidency. They peer deeply into
Trump's White House – at the aides pressured to lie to the public, the lawyers
scrambling to clear up norm-breaking disasters, and the staffers whose careers
have been reduced to ashes – to paint an unparalleled group portrait of an
administration driven by self-preservation and paranoia. Rucker and Leonnig reveal
Trump at his most unvarnished, showing the unhinged decision-making and
incompetence that has floored officials and stunned foreign leaders. They portray
unscripted calls with Vladimir Putin, steak dinners with Kim Jong-un, and calls with
Theresa May so hostile that they left her aides shaken. They also take a hard look
at Robert Mueller, Trump's greatest antagonist to date, and how his investigation
slowly unravelled an administration whose universal value is loyalty – not to
country, but to the president himself. Grippingly told, A Very Stable Genius is a
behind-the-scenes account of Trump's vainglorious pursuit of power in his first
term.

The Washington Post Pulitzers: Carol Leonnig, National
Reporting
“A whole book devoted exclusively to the misconduct of American presidents and
their responses to charges of misconduct is without precedent.” —from the
introduction to the 1974 edition by C. Vann Woodward, Pulitzer Prize–winning Yale
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historian The historic 1974 report for the House Committee on the Judiciary,
updated for today by leading presidential historians In May 1974, as President
Richard Nixon faced impeachment following the Watergate scandal, the House
Judiciary Committee commissioned a historical account of the misdeeds of past
presidents. The account, compiled by leading presidential historians of the day,
reached back to George Washington’s administration and was designed to provide
a benchmark against which Nixon’s misdeeds could be measured. What the report
found was that, with the exception of William Henry Harrison (who served less than
a month), every American president has been accused of misconduct: James
Buchanan was charged with rigging the election of 1856; Ulysses S. Grant was
reprimanded for not firing his corrupt staffer, Orville Babcock, in the “Whiskey
Ring” bribery scandal; and Franklin D. Roosevelt’s administration faced repeated
charges of malfeasance in the Works Progress Administration. Now, as another
president and his subordinates face an array of charges on a wide range of legal
and constitutional offenses, a group of presidential historians has come together
under the leadership of James M. Banner, Jr.—one of the historians who contributed
to the original report—to bring the 1974 account up to date through Barack
Obama’s presidency. Based on current scholarship, this new material covers such
well-known episodes as Nixon’s Watergate crisis, Reagan’s Iran-Contra scandal,
Clinton’s impeachment, and George W. Bush’s connection to the exposure of
intelligence secrets. But oft-forgotten events also take the stage: Carter’s troubles
with advisor Bert Lance, Reagan’s savings and loan crisis, George H.W. Bush’s
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nomination of Clarence Thomas to the Supreme Court, and Obama’s Solyndra loan
controversy. The only comprehensive study of American presidents’ misconduct
and the ways in which chief executives and members of their official families have
responded to the charges brought against them, this new edition is designed to
serve the same purpose as the original 1974 report: to provide the historical
context and metric against which the actions of the current administration may be
assessed.

Super Mad at Everything All the Time
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • With unparalleled reporting, a Pulitzer
Prize–winning New York Times reporter continues to break news about the most
important political story of our lives as he chronicles the clash between a president
and the officials of his own government who tried to stop him. In the early days of
the Trump presidency, the people who work in the institutions that make America
America saw Trump up close in the Oval Office and became convinced that they
had to stand up to an unbound president. These officials faced a situation without
parallel in American history: What do you do, and who do you call, if you are the
only one standing between the president, his extraordinary powers, and the abyss?
Michael S. Schmidt’s Donald Trump v. The United States tells the dramatic, highstakes story of those who felt compelled to confront and try to contain the most
powerful man in the world as he shredded norms and sought to expand his power.
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Schmidt has broken many of the major stories of the Trump era, from the news of
Hillary Clinton’s use of a personal email account to the report on former FBI
director James Comey’s contemporaneous memos of conversations with Trump
that led directly to the appointment of special counsel Robert S. Mueller III. Now he
takes us inside the defining events of the presidency, chronicles them up close,
and records the clash between an increasingly emboldened president and those
around him, who find themselves trying to thwart the president they had pledged
to serve, unsure whether he is acting in the interest of the country, his ego, his
family business, or Russia. Through their eyes and ears, we observe an epic
struggle. Drawing on secret FBI and White House documents and confidential
sources inside federal law enforcement and the West Wing, Donald Trump v. The
United States is vital journalism, recording the shocking reality of a presidency like
no other, a riveting contemporary history, and a lasting account of just how fragile
and vulnerable the institutions of American democracy really are.

Fire and Fury
What can the rise and reign of this century's most feared politician teach us about
life, work and love? Rob Sears shows how the machinations that enabled Putin to
dominate the Kremlin and undermine the United States of America could also help
you take control of your mundane life. How would you like to ruin your enemies by
sharing compromising material about that time they didn't wash their hands? Or
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annex territory by claiming the stationery cupboard at work as your personal
empire? Fancy hacking democracy at the parent-teacher association to ensure
you're a shoo-in for social secretary? Or serving up a cold dish called revenge in a
high street restaurant? Filled with stories from Putin's extraordinary time in power,
and ideas and illustrations to help you emulate him on a small scale, Vladimir
Putin: Life Coach is the ultimate guide to releasing the pseudo-elected, judo blackbelt, 5D chess-playing autocrat inside each and every one of us.

Presidential Misconduct
Many Beaucoup Magics is based on a true story. Far from your normal war story, it
takes place on the Cambodian Border in the south central highlands of Viet Nam in
the summer of 1968. It's as if Holden Caufield from The Catcher In The Rye has
gone to war haunted by a recurring bad dream about a specific day only to fall in
love with the sweet, innocent almost stone-age tribal people he leads on jungle
combat operations. These mountain men, considered "savages" by the Vietnamese
have no alphabet or written history, yet they began to unlock the mystery of his
dream as the critical day draws near. This may be one of the most unusual stories
set on a war stage ever told. Come into the highlands but keep a small heart and
stay close to the trail.
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A Very Stable Genius
OVER 2 MILLION COPIES SOLD RUNAWAY #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
SENSATIONAL #1 INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER “Explosive.”—The Washington Post
“Devastating.”—The New Yorker “Unprecedented.”—CNN “Great
reportingastute.”—Hugh Hewitt THE INSIDE STORY ON PRESIDENT TRUMP, AS
ONLY BOB WOODWARD CAN TELL IT With authoritative reporting honed through
nine presidencies, author Bob Woodward reveals in unprecedented detail the
harrowing life inside President Donald Trump’s White House and precisely how he
makes decisions on major foreign and domestic policies. Fear is the most intimate
portrait of a sitting president ever published during the president’s first years in
office. The focus is on the explosive debates and the decision-making in the Oval
Office, the Situation Room, Air Force One and the White House residence.
Woodward draws from hundreds of hours of interviews with firsthand sources,
meeting notes, personal diaries, files and documents. Often with day-by-day
details, dialogue and documentation, Fear tracks key foreign issues from North
Korea, Afghanistan, Iran, the Middle East, NATO, China and Russia. It reports indepth on Trump’s key domestic issues particularly trade and tariff disputes,
immigration, tax legislation, the Paris Climate Accord and the racial violence in
Charlottesville in 2017. Fear presents vivid details of the negotiations between
Trump’s attorneys and Robert Mueller, the special counsel in the Russia
investigation, laying out for the first time the meeting-by-meeting discussions and
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strategies. It discloses how senior Trump White House officials joined together to
steal draft orders from the president’s Oval Office desk so he would not issue
directives that would jeopardize top secret intelligence operations. “It was no less
than an administrative coup d’état,” Woodward writes, “a nervous breakdown of
the executive power of the most powerful county in the world.”

A Very Stable Genius
"An analysis of the destruction the Trump administration has waged on our
institutions, the cultural norms we hoped would save us, and our very sense of
identity"--

Sh*t My President Says: The Illustrated Tweets of Donald J.
Trump
Super Mad at Everything All the Time explores the polarization of American politics
through the collapse of the space between politics and culture, as bolstered by
omnipresent media. It seeks to explain this perfect storm of money, technology,
and partisanship that has created two entirely separate news spheres: a small,
enclosed circle for the right wing and a sprawling expanse for everyone else. This
leads to two sets of facts, two narratives, and two loudly divergent political sides
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with extraordinary anger all around. Based on extensive interviews with leading
media figures and politicos, this book traces the development of the media
machine, giving suggestions on how to restore our national dialogue while
defending our right to disagree agreeably.

Many Beaucoup Magics
#1 New York Times bestseller! A respected, long-time Republican strategist, admaker, and contributor for The Daily Beast skewers the disease that is destroying
the conservative movement and burning down the GOP: Trumpism. Includes an allnew chapter analyzing Trump’s impact on the 2018 elections. In the #1 New York
Times bestselling Everything Trump Touches Dies, political campaign strategist
and commentator Rick Wilson delivers “a searingly honest, bitingly funny,
comprehensive answer to the question we find ourselves asking most mornings:
‘What the hell is going on?’ (Chicago Tribune). The Guardian hails Everything
Trump Touches Dies, saying it gives, “more unvarnished truths about Donald
Trump than anyone else in the American political establishment has offered.
Wilson never holds back.” Rick mercilessly exposes the damage Trump has done to
the country, to the Republican Party, and to the conservative movement that has
abandoned its principles for the worst President in American history. Wilson
unblinkingly dismantles Trump’s deceptions and the illusions to which his
supporters cling, shedding light on the guilty parties who empower and enable
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Trump in Washington and in the media. He calls out the race-war dead-enders who
hitched a ride with Trump, the alt-right basement dwellers who worship him, and
the social conservatives who looked the other way. Publishers Weekly calls it, “a
scathing, profane, unflinching, and laugh-out-loud funny rebuke of Donald Trump
and his presidency.” No left-winger, Wilson is a lifelong conservative who delivers
his withering critique of Trump from the right. A leader of the Never Trump
movement, he warned from the start that Trump would destroy the lives and
reputations of everyone in his orbit, and Everything Trump Touches Dies is a deft
chronicle the tragicomic political story of our time. From the early campaign days
through the shock of election night, to the inconceivable train-wreck of Trump’s
first year. Rick Wilson provides not only an insightful analysis of the Trump
administration, but also an optimistic path forward for the GOP, the conservative
movement, and the country. “Hilarious, smartly written, and usually spot-on”
(Kirkus Reviews), Everything Trump Touches Dies is perfect for those on either side
of the aisle who need a dose of unvarnished reality, a good laugh, a strong
cocktail, and a return to sanity in American politics.

The Age of Entitlement
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER MSNBC'S Joy-Ann Reid calculates the true price
of the Trump presidency and charts the road to Congress's impeachment
investigation "The host of AM Joy on MSNBC argues that President Trump’s
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administration is characterized by grift and venality that demeans the office and
diminishes America.” —New York Times Book Review Is Donald Trump running the
“longest con” in U.S. history? How did we get here? What will be left of America
when he leaves office? Candidate Trump sold Americans a vision that was
seemingly at odds with their country’s founding principles. Now in office, he’s put
up a “for sale” sign—on the prestige of the presidency, on America’s global
stature, and on our national identity. At what cost have these deals come? Joy-Ann
Reid's essential new book, The Man Who Sold America, delivers an urgent
accounting of our national crisis from one of our foremost political commentators.
Three years ago, Donald Trump pitched millions of voters on the idea that their
country was broken, and that the rest of the world was playing us “for suckers.” All
we needed to fix this was Donald Trump, who rebranded prejudice as patriotism,
presented diversity as our weakness, and promised that money really could make
the world go ’round. Trump made the sale to enough Americans in three key swing
states to win the Electoral College. As president, Trump’s raft of self-dealing,
scandal, and corruption has overwhelmed the national conversation. And with
prosecutors bearing down on Trump and his family business, the web of criminality
is circling closer to the Oval Office. All this while Trump seemingly makes his
administration a pawn for the ultimate villain: an autocratic former KGB officer in
Russia who found in the untutored and eager forty-fifth president the perfect
“apprentice.” What is the hidden impact of Trump, beyond the headlines? Through
interviews with American and international thought leaders and in-depth analysis,
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Reid situates the Trump era within the context of modern history, examining the
profound social changes that led us to this point. Providing new context and depth
to our understanding, The Man Who Sold America reveals the causes and
consequences of the Trump presidency and contends with the future that awaits
us.

The Toddler in Chief
"Reporter is just wonderful. Truly a great life, and what shines out of the book,
amid the low cunning and tireless legwork, is Hersh's warmth and humanity. This
book is essential reading for every journalist and aspiring journalist the world
over." --John le Carré "A master class in the craft of reporting." --Alan Rusbridger,
The New York Times Book Review From the Pulitzer Prize-winning, best-selling
author and preeminent investigative journalist of our time--a heartfelt, hugely
revealing memoir of a decades-long career breaking some of the most impactful
stories of the last half-century, from Washington to Vietnam to the Middle East.
Seymour Hersh's fearless reporting has earned him fame, front-page bylines in
virtually every major newspaper in the free world, honors galore, and no small
amount of controversy. Now in this memoir he describes what drove him and how
he worked as an independent outsider, even at the nation's most prestigious
publications. He tells the stories behind the stories--riveting in their own right--as
he chases leads, cultivates sources, and grapples with the weight of what he
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uncovers, daring to challenge official narratives handed down from the powers that
be. In telling these stories, Hersh divulges previously unreported information about
some of his biggest scoops, including the My Lai massacre and the horrors at Abu
Ghraib. There are also illuminating recollections of some of the giants of American
politics and journalism: Ben Bradlee, A. M. Rosenthal, David Remnick, and Henry
Kissinger among them. This is essential reading on the power of the printed word
at a time when good journalism is under fire as never before.

Donald Trump and His Assault on Truth
Washington Post national investigative reporter Carol Leonnig and White House
bureau chief Philip Rucker, both Pulitzer Prize winners, provide the definitive
insider narrative of Donald Trump's unique presidency with shocking new reporting
and insight into its implications. "I alone can fix it." So went Donald J. Trump's
march to the presidency on July 21, 2016, when he accepted the Republican
presidential nomination in Cleveland, promising to restore what he described as a
fallen nation. Yet over the subsequent years, as he has undertaken the actual work
of the commander in chief, it has been hard to see beyond the daily chaos of
scandal, investigation, and constant bluster. It would be all too easy to mistake
Trump's first term for one of pure and uninhibited chaos, but there were patterns
to his behavior and that of his associates. The universal value of the Trump
administration is loyalty - not to the country, but to the president himself - and
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Trump's North Star has been the perpetuation of his own power, even when it
meant imperiling our shaky and mistrustful democracy. Leonnig and Rucker, with
deep and unmatched sources throughout Washington, D.C., tell of rages and
frenzies but also moments of courage and perseverance. Relying on scores of
exclusive new interviews with some of the most senior members of the Trump
administration and other firsthand witnesses, the authors reveal the forty-fifth
president up close, taking readers inside Robert Mueller's Russia investigation as
well as the president's own hap-hazard but ultimately successful legal defense.
Here for the first time certain officials who have felt honor-bound not to publicly
criticize a sitting president or to divulge what they witnessed in a position of trust
tell the truth for the benefit of history. This peerless and gripping narrative reveals
President Trump at his most unvarnished and exposes how decision making in his
administration has been driven by a reflexive logic of self-preservation and selfaggrandizement - but a logic nonetheless. This is the story of how an unparalleled
president has scrambled to survive and tested the strength of America's
democracy and its common heart as a nation.

My Amazing Book About Tremendous Me (A Parody)
The classic New York Times bestselling memoir by legendary Executive Editor of
The Washington Post Ben Bradlee—with a new foreword by Bob Woodward and
Carl Bernstein and an afterword by Sally Quinn. The most important, glamorous,
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and famous newspaperman of modern times traces his path from Harvard to the
battles of the South Pacific to the pinnacle of success at The Washington Post.
After Bradlee took the helm in 1965, he and his reporters transformed the Post into
one of the most influential and respected news publications in the world,
reinvented modern investigative journalism, won eighteen Pulitzer Prizes, and
redefined the way news is reported, published, and read. His leadership and
investigative drive during the Watergate scandal led to the downfall of a president,
and his challenge to the government over the right to publish the Pentagon Papers
changed the course of American history. Bradlee’s timeless memoir is a
fascinating, irreverent, earthy, and revealing look at America and American
journalism in the twentieth century — a “sassy, sometimes eye-poppingly,
engrossing autobiographymust reading” (The New York Times Book Review).

Vladimir Putin: Life Coach
New Yorker cartoonist and multiple Eisner award-winner SHANNON WHEELER
offers an irreverent book of personal short stories and gags featuring his critically
acclaimed humor, pathos, and honesty including a 40-page full-color section! A
brand-new collection from the bestselling author of Sh*t My President Says, God Is
Disappointed In You, Too Much Coffee Man, and many more.
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Very Stable Genius
“It may be cold comfort in this chaotic era, but Americans should know that there
are adults in the room. . . . And we are trying to do what’s right even when Donald
Trump won’t.”—An anonymous senior administrative official in an op-ed published
in a New York Times op-ed, September 5, 2018 Every president faces criticism and
caricature. Donald Trump, however, is unique in that he is routinely characterized
in ways more suitable for a toddler. What’s more, it is not just Democrats, pundits,
or protestors who compare the president to a child; Trump’s staffers, subordinates,
and allies on Capitol Hill also describe Trump like a small, badly behaved
preschooler. In April 2017, Daniel W. Drezner began curating every example he
could find of a Trump ally describing the president like a toddler. So far, he’s
collected more than one thousand tweets—a rate of more than one a day. In The
Toddler-in-Chief, Drezner draws on these examples to take readers through the
different dimensions of Trump’s infantile behavior, from temper tantrums to poor
impulse control to the possibility that the President has had too much screen time.
How much damage can really be done by a giant man-baby? Quite a lot, Drezner
argues, due to the winnowing away of presidential checks and balances over the
past fifty years. In these pages, Drezner follows his theme—the specific ways in
which sharing some of the traits of a toddler makes a person ill-suited to the
presidency—to show the lasting, deleterious impact the Trump administration will
have on American foreign policy and democracy. The “adults in the room” may not
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be able to rein in Trump’s toddler-like behavior, but, with the 2020 election fast
approaching, the American people can think about whether they want the most
powerful office turned into a poorly run political day care facility. Drezner exhorts
us to elect a commander-in-chief, not a toddler-in-chief. And along the way, he
shows how we must rethink the terrifying powers we have given the presidency.

The Final Days
A major American intellectual and “one of the right’s most gifted and astute
journalists” (The New York Times Book Review) makes the historical case that the
reforms of the 1960s, reforms intended to make the nation more just and humane,
left many Americans feeling alienated, despised, misled—and ready to put an
adventurer in the White House. Christopher Caldwell has spent years studying the
liberal uprising of the 1960s and its unforeseen consequences and his conclusion is
this: even the reforms that Americans love best have come with costs that are
staggeringly high—in wealth, freedom, and social stability—and that have been
spread unevenly among classes and generations. Caldwell reveals the real political
turning points of the past half-century, taking you on a roller-coaster ride through
Playboy magazine, affirmative action, CB radio, leveraged buyouts, iPhones,
Oxycotin, Black Lives Matter, and internet cookies. In doing so, he shows that
attempts to redress the injustices of the past have left Americans living under two
different ideas of what it means to play by the rules. Essential, timely, hard to put
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down, The Age of Entitlement “is an eloquent and bracing book, full of insight”
(New York magazine) about how the reforms of the past fifty years gave the
country two incompatible political systems—and drove it toward conflict.

Unmaking the Presidency
Very Stable Genius is the second look at some of the best words and quotables
from this president*. While humorous at times, for example: "I have a very good
brain and I've said a lot of things," it is also a very eye opening and sober look at
the mind and process of thought of the Individual One that currently occupies the
most powerful office in the world, "The light bulb. People said what's with the light
bulb. I said here's the story, and I looked at it. The bulb that we're being forced to
use. Number one, to me, most importantly, the light's no good. I always look
orange. And so do you. The light is the worst.". Enjoy and prosper.

Dear Pr*sident A**clown
#1 New York Times Bestseller With extraordinary access to the West Wing, Michael
Wolff reveals what happened behind-the-scenes in the first nine months of the
most controversial presidency of our time in Fire and Fury: Inside the Trump White
House. Since Donald Trump was sworn in as the 45th President of the United
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States, the country—and the world—has witnessed a stormy, outrageous, and
absolutely mesmerizing presidential term that reflects the volatility and fierceness
of the man elected Commander-in-Chief. This riveting and explosive account of
Trump’s administration provides a wealth of new details about the chaos in the
Oval Office, including: -- What President Trump’s staff really thinks of him -- What
inspired Trump to claim he was wire-tapped by President Obama -- Why FBI
director James Comey was really fired -- Why chief strategist Steve Bannon and
Trump’s son-in-law Jared Kushner couldn’t be in the same room -- Who is really
directing the Trump administration’s strategy in the wake of Bannon’s firing -What the secret to communicating with Trump is -- What the Trump administration
has in common with the movie The Producers Never before in history has a
presidency so divided the American people. Brilliantly reported and astoundingly
fresh, Fire and Fury shows us how and why Donald Trump has become the king of
discord and disunion. “Essential reading.”—Michael D’Antonio, author of Never
Enough: Donald Trump and the Pursuit of Success, CNN.com “Not since Harry
Potter has a new book caught fire in this way[Fire and Fury] is indeed a significant
achievement, which deserves much of the attention it has received.”—The
Economist

Everything Trump Touches Dies
A collection of quotes made by Donald J. Trump in interviews, as a candidate, or as
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president of the United States.

The Dangerous Case of Donald Trump
The Secret Service has one of the most important jobs in the United States. In this
Pulitzer Prize winning investigation, Carol Leonnig’s exposes the dereliction of duty
that has put the President—and the nation—at risk. In September of 2014, a man
leapt the White House fence, ran across the lawn, and got into the mansion, where
he was only later tackled by an off-duty agent who happened by. In 2011, the
Secret Service mishandled the aftermath when a shooter took aim at the White
House itself, sewing confusion within the division and amongst the First Family.
The mission of the Secret Service is to keep our leaders safe. In this respect, the
Secret Service has had a string of failures bordering on near-catastrophe. Carol
Leonnig got beyond the stonewalling of the Secret Service, notoriously tight-lipped
about its procedures, and its shortcomings, to write a meticulously researched,
utterly devastating expose into one of the most vital police forces in America. She
has chronicled security lapses, mishandled resources, failures from the leadership
on down, and reported on the men and women who protect the President. This
Pulitzer Prize winning work offers an unprecedented window into the flaws of an
agency that once seemed picture-perfect. Many agents and officers spoke to
Leonnig at the risk of their livelihoods. The impact of her groundbreaking work
cannot be underestimated: the President, present and future, will be safer.
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The Room Where It Happened
Winner of the NAACP Image Award for Outstanding Literary Work/Biography -- in
paperback for the first time. In turbulent times Americans look to the Civil Rights
Movement as the apotheosis of political expression. As we confront questions of
social inequality there's no better time to revisit the lessons of the '60s and no
better leader to learn from than Congressman John Lewis. In Across That Bridge,
Congressman Lewis draws from his experience as a leader of the Civil Rights
Movement to offer timeless guidance to anyone seeking to live virtuously and
transform the world. His wisdom, poignant recollections, and powerful ideas will
inspire a new generation to usher in a freer, more peaceful society. The Civil Rights
Movement gave rise to the protest culture we know today, and the experiences of
leaders like Congressman Lewis have never been more relevant. Now featuring an
updated introduction from the author addressing the current administration, Across
that Bridge offers a strong and moral voice to guide our nation through an era of
great uncertainty. "The most important lesson I have learned in the fifty years I
have spent working toward the building of a better world is that the true work of
social transformation starts within. It begins inside your own heart and mind,
because the battleground of human transformation is really, more than any other
thing, the struggle within the human consciousness to believe and accept what is
true. Thus to truly revolutionize our society, we must first revolutionize ourselves.
We must be the change we seek if we are to effectively demand transformation
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from others." ---John Lewis in Across That Bridge

The Man Who Sold America
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The longtime Republican strategist and
bestselling author of Everything Trump Touches Dies is back with a guidebook for
beating Trump’s tricks, traps, and tweets in 2020. “If you believe America’s future
depends on Donald Trump’s political machine being crushed at the polls next year,
then Rick Wilson’s Running Against the Devil is a must-read.”—Joe Scarborough,
MSNBC Donald Trump is exactly the disaster we feared for America. Hated by a
majority of Americans, Trump’s administration is rocked by daily scandals, and
he’s embarrassed us at home and abroad. Trump can’t win in 2020, right? Wrong.
As 2016 proved, Trump can’t win, but the Democrats can sure as hell lose. Only
one thing can save Trump, and that’s a Democratic candidate who runs the race
Trump wants them to run instead of the campaign they must run to win in 2020.
Wilson combines decades of national political experience and insight in his take-noprisoners analysis, hammering Trump’s destructive and dangerous first term in a
case-by-case takedown of the worst president in history and describing the
terrifying prospect of four more years of Trump. Like no one else can, Wilson blows
the lid off Trump’s 2020 Republican war machine, showing the exact strategies and
tactics they’ll use against the Democratic nominee . . . and how the Democrats can
avoid the catastrophe waiting for them if they fall into Trump’s trap. Running
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Against the Devil is sharply funny, brutally honest, and infused with Wilson’s biting
commentary. It’s a vital indictment of Trump, a no-nonsense, no-holds-barred road
map to saving America, and the guide to making Donald Trump a one-term
president. The stakes are too high to do anything less.

Running Against the Devil
The Washington Post’s Pulitzer Prize–winning book critic uses the books of the
Trump era to argue that our response to this presidency reflects the same failures
of imagination that made it possible. As a book critic for The Washington Post,
Carlos Lozada has read some 150 volumes claiming to diagnose why Trump was
elected and what his presidency reveals about our nation. Many of these, he’s
found, are more defensive than incisive, more righteous than right. In What Were
We Thinking, Lozada uses these books to tell the story of how we understand
ourselves in the Trump era, using as his main characters the political ideas and
debates at play in America today. He dissects works on the white working class like
Hillbilly Elegy; manifestos from the anti-Trump resistance like On Tyranny and No
Is Not Enough; books on race, gender, and identity like How to Be an Antiracist and
Good and Mad; polemics on the future of the conservative movement like The
Corrosion of Conservatism; and of course plenty of books about Trump himself.
Lozada’s argument is provocative: that many of these books—whether written by
liberals or conservatives, activists or academics, Trump’s true believers or his
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harshest critics—are vulnerable to the same blind spots, resentments, and failures
that gave us his presidency. But Lozada also highlights the books that succeed in
illuminating how America is changing in the 21st century. What Were We Thinking
is an intellectual history of the Trump era in real time, helping us transcend the
battles of the moment and see ourselves for who we really are.

Fear
"This is a book for everyone who has developed an unexpected nostalgia for
political 'norms' during the Trump years . . . Other books on the Trump White
House expertly detail the mayhem inside; this book builds on those works to detail
its consequences." —Carlos Lozada (one of twelve books to read "to understand
what's going on") "Perhaps the most penetrating book to have been written about
Trump in office." —Lawrence Douglas, The Times Literary Supplement The
definitive account of how Donald Trump has wielded the powers of the American
presidency The extraordinary authority of the U.S. presidency has no parallel in the
democratic world. Today that authority resides in the hands of one man, Donald J.
Trump. But rarely if ever has the nature of a president clashed more profoundly
with the nature of the office. Unmaking the Presidency tells the story of the
confrontation between a person and the institution he almost wholly embodies.
From the moment of his inauguration, Trump has challenged our deepest
expectations of the presidency. But what are those expectations, where did they
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come from, and how great is the damage? As editors of the “invaluable” (The New
York Times) Lawfare website, Susan Hennessey and Benjamin Wittes have
attracted a large audience to their hard-hitting and highly informed commentary
on the controversies surrounding the Trump administration. In this book, they
situate Trump-era scandals and outrages in the deeper context of the presidency
itself. How should we understand the oath of office when it is taken by a man who
may not know what it means to preserve, protect, and defend something other
than himself? What aspects of Trump are radically different from past presidents
and what aspects have historical antecedents? When has he simply built on his
predecessors’ misdeeds, and when has he invented categories of misrule entirely
his own? By setting Trump in the light of history, Hennessey and Wittes provide a
crucial and durable account of a presidency like no other.

Donald John Trump
This book contains 245 political satire memes, all about President Trump and his
presidency. It is 12 chapters, each with a brief introductory narrative about the
chapter’s subject matter. The topics are broad in scope involving personal, family,
but mainly topical domestic and international political issues. It is original work
product and I believe, politically speaking, rather timely. It is a rare day when
Donald Trump doesn’t dash off an utterance or executive order provoking needless
nervousness in the financial markets or rapid ruckus in the domestic or
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international political theater; not to mention angst or anger with a slice of voters.
Most of this hubbub is unrehearsed, unnecessary and often countermanded or
modified, usually quietly or nuanced. Trump’s presidency has not only been
unpredictable and chaotic, but also occasionally dangerous. The 245 political satire
memes in my work are meant to both entertain and inform. The entertainment
ones take serious liberties with the facts and feature a lighthearted side of this
presidency. The informative align more closely with reality and are designed to
demonstrate that the stakes are enormous for the business of the presidency
between now and November 3, 2020, the consequential election date. In short, the
work strives to elicit both smiles and encourage critical thought.

A Good Life
Politico Magazine’s chief political correspondent provides a rollicking insider’s look
at the making of the modern Republican Party—how a decade of cultural upheaval,
populist outrage, and ideological warfare made the GOP vulnerable to a hostile
takeover from the unlikeliest of insurgents: Donald J. Trump. The 2016 election was
a watershed for the United States. But, as Tim Alberta explains in American
Carnage, to understand Trump’s victory is to view him not as the creator of this era
of polarization and bruising partisanship, but rather as its most manifest
consequence. American Carnage is the story of a president’s rise based on a
country’s evolution and a party’s collapse. As George W. Bush left office with
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record-low approval ratings and Barack Obama led a Democratic takeover of
Washington, Republicans faced a moment of reckoning: They had no vision, no
generation of new leaders, and no energy in the party’s base. Yet Obama’s forceful
pursuit of his progressive agenda, coupled with the nation’s rapidly changing
cultural and demographic landscape, lit a fire under the right, returning
Republicans to power and inviting a bloody struggle for the party’s identity in the
post-Bush era. The factions that emerged—one led by absolutists like Jim Jordan
and Ted Cruz, the other led by pragmatists like John Boehner and Mitch
McConnell—engaged in a series of devastating internecine clashes and attempted
coups for control. With the GOP’s internal fissures rendering it legislatively
impotent, and that impotence fueling a growing resentment toward the political
class and its institutions, the stage was set for an outsider to crash the party. When
Trump descended a gilded escalator to announce his run in the summer of 2015,
the candidate had met the moment. Only by viewing Trump as the culmination of a
decade-long civil war inside the Republican Party—and of the parallel sense of
cultural, socioeconomic, and technological disruption during that period—can we
appreciate how he won the White House and consider the fundamental questions
at the center of America’s current turmoil. How did a party obsessed with the
national debt vote for trillion-dollar deficits and record-setting spending increases?
How did the party of compassionate conservatism become the party of Muslim
bans and walls? How did the party of family values elect a thrice-divorced
philanderer? And, most important, how long can such a party survive? Loaded with
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exclusive reporting and based off hundreds of interviews—including with key
players such as President Trump, Paul Ryan, Ted Cruz, John Boehner, Mitch
McConnell, Jim DeMint, and Reince Priebus, and many others—American Carnage
takes us behind the scenes of this tumultuous period as we’ve never seen it before
and establishes Tim Alberta as the premier chronicler of this political era.

Donald Trump v. The United States
Focusing on Britain’s peasants, shopkeepers, and other commoners, this history of
the deadly Black Plague is a “local account of the countrywide calamity” (The
Times). In this intimate history of the extraordinary Black Plague pandemic that
swept through the British Isles in 1665, Evelyn Lord focuses on the plague’s effects
on smaller towns, where every death was a singular blow affecting the entire
community. Lord’s fascinating reconstruction of life during plague times presents
the personal experiences of a wide range of individuals, from historical notables
Samuel Pepys and Isaac Newton to common folk who tilled the land and ran the
shops. The Great Plague brings this dark era to vivid life—through stories of loss
and survival from those who grieved, those who fled, and those who hid to await
their fate. Includes maps, photos, and illustrations

Across That Bridge
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“An extraordinary work of reportage on the epic political story of our time”
(Newsweek)—from Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein, Pulitzer Prize-winning
coauthors of All the President’s Men. The Final Days is the #1 New York Times
bestselling, classic, behind-the-scenes account of Richard Nixon’s dramatic last
months as president. Moment by moment, Bernstein and Woodward portray the
taut, post-Watergate White House as Nixon, his family, his staff, and many
members of Congress strained desperately to prevent his inevitable resignation.
This brilliant book reveals the ordeal of Nixon’s fall from office—one of the gravest
crises in presidential history.

Pelosi
As this bestseller predicted, Trump has only grown more erratic and dangerous as
the pressures on him mount. This new edition includes new essays bringing the
book up to date—because this is still not normal. Originally released in fall 2017,
The Dangerous Case of Donald Trump was a runaway bestseller. Alarmed
Americans and international onlookers wanted to know: What is wrong with him?
That question still plagues us. The Trump administration has proven as chaotic and
destructive as its opponents feared, and the man at the center of it all remains a
cipher. Constrained by the APA’s “Goldwater rule,” which inhibits mental health
professionals from diagnosing public figures they have not personally examined,
many of those qualified to weigh in on the issue have shied away from discussing it
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at all. The public has thus been left to wonder whether he is mad, bad, or both. The
prestigious mental health experts who have contributed to the revised and
updated version of The Dangerous Case of Donald Trump argue that their moral
and civic "duty to warn" supersedes professional neutrality. Whatever affects him,
affects the nation: From the trauma people have experienced under the Trump
administration to the cult-like characteristics of his followers, he has created
unprecedented mental health consequences across our nation and beyond. With
eight new essays (about one hundred pages of new material), this edition will
cover the dangerous ramifications of Trump's unnatural state. It’s not all in our
heads. It’s in his.

Quotations of Donald J. Trump
As President Trump’s National Security Advisor, John Bolton spent many of his 453
days in the room where it happened, and the facts speak for themselves. The
result is a White House memoir that is the most comprehensive and substantial
account of the Trump Administration, and one of the few to date by a top-level
official. With almost daily access to the President, John Bolton has produced a
precise rendering of his days in and around the Oval Office. What Bolton saw
astonished him: a President for whom getting reelected was the only thing that
mattered, even if it meant endangering or weakening the nation. “I am hardpressed to identify any significant Trump decision during my tenure that wasn’t
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driven by reelection calculations,” he writes. In fact, he argues that the House
committed impeachment malpractice by keeping their prosecution focused
narrowly on Ukraine when Trump’s Ukraine-like transgressions existed across the
full range of his foreign policy—and Bolton documents exactly what those were,
and attempts by him and others in the Administration to raise alarms about them.
He shows a President addicted to chaos, who embraced our enemies and spurned
our friends, and was deeply suspicious of his own government. In Bolton’s telling,
all this helped put Trump on the bizarre road to impeachment. “The differences
between this presidency and previous ones I had served were stunning,” writes
Bolton, who worked for Reagan, Bush 41, and Bush 43. He discovered a President
who thought foreign policy is like closing a real estate deal—about personal
relationships, made-for-TV showmanship, and advancing his own interests. As a
result, the US lost an opportunity to confront its deepening threats, and in cases
like China, Russia, Iran, and North Korea ended up in a more vulnerable place.
Bolton’s account starts with his long march to the West Wing as Trump and others
woo him for the National Security job. The minute he lands, he has to deal with
Syria’s chemical attack on the city of Douma, and the crises after that never stop.
As he writes in the opening pages, “If you don’t like turmoil, uncertainty, and
risk—all the while being constantly overwhelmed with information, decisions to be
made, and sheer amount of work—and enlivened by international and domestic
personality and ego conflicts beyond description, try something else.” The turmoil,
conflicts, and egos are all there—from the upheaval in Venezuela, to the erratic
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and manipulative moves of North Korea’s Kim Jong Un, to the showdowns at the G7
summits, the calculated warmongering by Iran, the crazy plan to bring the Taliban
to Camp David, and the placating of an authoritarian China that ultimately exposed
the world to its lethal lies. But this seasoned public servant also has a great eye for
the Washington inside game, and his story is full of wit and wry humor about how
he saw it played.

Take Back the Block
But when a real estate developer makes an offer to buy Kensington Oaks, the
neighborhood Wes has lived his whole life, everything changes. The grownups are
supposed to have all the answers, but all they're doing is arguing. Even Wes's best
friends are fighting. And some of them may be moving. Wes isn't about to give up
the only home he's ever known. Wes has always been good at puzzles, and he
knows there has to be a missing piece that will solve this puzzle and save the
Oaks. But can he find itbefore it's too late? Exploring community, gentrification,
justice, and friendship, Take Back the Block introduces an irresistible 6th grader
and asks what it means to belong-to a place and a movement-and to fight for what
you believe in.

The Falcon Thief
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Some people are saying, I don’t know, you tell me, but a lot of people are saying
this is the greatest book of the year. This guy, Shannon Wheeler, he draws these
cartoons for the New Yorker, MAD, the Onion—he’s very, very, good, okay? Now
he’s illustrated the most incredible tweets. Wow! You won’t believe what he does
with these tweets. I mean, these tweets changed the world, folks. It’s true! It’s very
true. EVERYONE is going to want this book — even the haters and losers (Sad!).

Free, Melania
The instant #1 bestseller. “This taut and terrifying book is among the most closely
observed accounts of Donald J. Trump’s shambolic tenure in office to date." Dwight Garner, The New York Times Washington Post national investigative
reporter Carol Leonnig and White House bureau chief Philip Rucker, both Pulitzer
Prize winners, provide the definitive insider narrative of Donald Trump’s presidency
“I alone can fix it.” So proclaimed Donald J. Trump on July 21, 2016, accepting the
Republican presidential nomination and promising to restore what he described as
a fallen nation. Yet as he undertook the actual work of the commander in chief, it
became nearly impossible to see beyond the daily chaos of scandal, investigation,
and constant bluster. In fact, there were patterns to his behavior and that of his
associates. The universal value of the Trump administration was loyalty—not to the
country, but to the president himself—and Trump’s North Star was always the
perpetuation of his own power. With deep and unmatched sources throughout
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Washington, D.C., Carol Leonnig and Philip Rucker reveal the forty-fifth president
up close. Here, for the first time, certain officials who felt honor-bound not to
divulge what they witnessed in positions of trust tell the truth for the benefit of
history. A peerless and gripping narrative, A Very Stable Genius not only reveals
President Trump at his most unvarnished but shows how he tested the strength of
America’s democracy and its common heart as a nation.

American Carnage
What if Donald Trump wrote a book about himself—and did it all by himself? It
would probably look a little something like this. Exclusively using hundreds of
verified quotes and tweets from the man who improbably became the 45th
president of the United States, My Amazing Book About Tremendous Me sees
Trump’s own words answering kid-friendly prompts such as, “My house is” and “My
five best ideas are” Now, we finally have a medium where his bragging, rambling,
outrageous and occasionally incoherent thoughts make sense. Sort of. Packed from
page to page with clear evidence of ego-fueled, adolescent impulses gone wild,
this scrapbook parody perfectly showcases exactly how off the rails our
commander-in-chief really is.

The Annotated Turing
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A NATIONAL BESTSELLER In perilous times, facts, expertise, and truth are
indispensable. President Trump’s flagrant disregard for the truth and his selfaggrandizing exaggerations, specious misstatements, and bald-faced lies have
been rigorously documented and debunked since the first day of his presidency by
The Washington Post’s Fact Checker staff. Donald Trump and His Assault on Truth
is based on the only comprehensive compilation and analysis of the more than
16,000 fallacious statements that Trump has uttered since the day of his
inauguration. He has repeated many of his most outrageous claims dozens or even
hundreds of times as he has sought to bend reality to his political fantasy and
personal whim. Drawing on Trump’s tweets, press conferences, political rallies, and
TV appearances, The Washington Post identifies his most frequently used
misstatements, biggest whoppers, and most dangerous deceptions. This book
unpacks his errant statements about the economy, immigration, the impeachment
hearings, foreign policy, and, of critical concern now, the coronavirus crisis as it
unfolded. Fascinating, startling, and even grimly funny, Donald Trump and His
Assault on Truth by The Washington Post is the essential, authoritative record of
Trump’s shocking disregard for facts.

Surviving Autocracy
The first behind-the-scenes look at the life of the most enigmatic First Lady in U.S.
history Melania Trump is an enigma. Regardless of your political leanings, she is
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fascinating—a First Lady who, in many ways, is the most modern and
groundbreaking in recent history. A former model whose beauty in person leaves
people breathless, a woman whose upbringing in a communist country spurred a
relentless drive for stability, both for herself and for her family. A reluctant pillar in
a controversial presidential administration who speaks five languages and runs the
East Wing like none of her predecessors ever could—underestimate her at your
own peril (as a former government official did and was summarily fired). But who is
she really? In Free, Melania we get an insider's look at Melania Trump, from her
childhood in Slovenia to her days in the White House, and everything in between.
We see the Trump family dynamics that Melania has had to navigate, including her
strained relationship with Ivanka. We get a rare glimpse into what goes into her
famous and sometimes infamous clothing choices (including perhaps the real
message behind Melania’s controversial jacket, “I Really Don’t Care, Do U?”, which
she wore while visiting the U.S.-Mexico border), and how a publicly quiet Melania
actually speaks very loudly—if you just know where, and how, to listen. And we get
a behind-the-scenes look at her often eyebrow-raising relationship with Donald
Trump, from their beginnings to becoming the most unusual First Family in modern
history. Looking at Melania in the pantheon of historic First Ladies, Kate Bennett
shows just how different Melania Trump is and why she matters. Bennett, an
expert on First Ladies, has unparalleled access to Melania’s very small and loyal
inner circle. As she shows in this page-turning book, the seemingly most reluctant
First Lady is, in many ways, the most compelling and complex First Lady, ever.
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Memoirs Of A Very Stable Genius
A “well-written, engaging detective story” (Kirkus Reviews, starred review) about a
rogue who trades in rare birds and their eggs—and the wildlife detective
determined to stop him. On May 3, 2010, an Irish national named Jeffrey Lendrum
was apprehended at Britain’s Birmingham International Airport with a suspicious
parcel strapped to his stomach. Inside were fourteen rare peregrine falcon eggs
snatched from a remote cliffside in Wales. So begins a “vivid tale of obsession and
international derring-do” (Publishers Weekly), following the parallel lives of a globetrotting smuggler who spent two decades capturing endangered raptors worth
millions of dollars as race champions—and Detective Andy McWilliam of the United
Kingdom’s National Wildlife Crime Unit, who’s hell bent on protecting the world’s
birds of prey. “Masterfully constructed” (The New York Times) and “entertaining
and illuminating” (The Washington Post), The Falcon Thief will whisk you away
from the volcanoes of Patagonia to Zimbabwe’s Matobo National Park, and from
the frigid tundra near the Arctic Circle to luxurious aviaries in the deserts of Dubai,
all in pursuit of a man who is reckless, arrogant, and gripped by a destructive
compulsion to make the most beautiful creatures in nature his own. It’s a story
that’s part true-crime narrative, part epic adventure—and wholly unputdownable
until the very last page.
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